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Abstract

We present in this paper a twofold contribution to Confi-
dence Measures for Machine Translation. First, in order to train
and test confidence measures, we present a method to automati-
cally build corpora containing realistic errors. Errors introduced
into reference translation simulate classical machine translation
errors (word deletion and word substitution), and are supervised
byWordnet. Second, we use SVM to combine original and clas-
sical confidence measures both at word- and sentence-level. We
show that the obtained combination outperforms by 14% (abso-
lute) our best single word-level confidence measure, and that
combination of sentence-level confidence measures produces
meaningful scores.

Index Terms: statistical machine translation systems, confi-
dence measures, support vector machine, support vector regres-
sion

1. Introduction

Statistical methods for machine translation suffer from an in-
trinsic drawback: they only produce the most likely result given
training and input data. It is easy to see that this will sometimes
not be optimal with regard to human expectations. It is there-
fore important to be able to automatically evaluate the quality of
the result, even when no reference translation is available: this
can be handled by different confidence measures (CMs) which
have been proposed for machine translation.
Confidence measures are designed to discriminate between cor-
rect and erroneous words and sentences in automatic transla-
tions. Beside manual correction of erroneous words we can
imagine several applications of confidence estimation: pruning
or re-ranking the n-best list, generating new hypothesis by re-
combining parts of different candidates having high scores, or
discriminative training by tuning the parameters to optimise the
separation between sentences with a high confidence score and
those with a low one.
This paper extends and improves the work presented in [1, 2]
in two directions: first we propose to automatically generate a
training corpus for confidence measures, obtained by introduc-
ing realistic errors in a bilingual aligned corpus (section 3.2).
Thanks to this technique we avoid the time and money con-
suming task of having a human translator classifying words and
sentences as “correct” or “incorrect”; second, we use Support
Vector Machines to combine different predictive parameters and
generate sentence level confidence scores by using support vec-
tor regression.

2. Introduction to Confidence Measures
The role of a confidence measure in Machine Translation is
to decide wether a word t j at position j in the target sentence
tJ1 = t1, .., tJ is correct or not. Such a confidence measure should
take into account the word, its position, the whole target sen-
tence and the source sI1 = s1, ..,sI . Let correct j,t j ,t,s be a random
variable whose value is 1 if the aforementioned word is indeed
correct, 0 if it is not. For a word t j, a theoretical confidence
measureC is:

C( j, t j, t,s) = P(correct j,t j ,t,s = 1| j, t j, t,s) (1)
The decision can also be taken at sentence level: an ideal

sentence-level estimator would be:

C(s, t) = P(corrects,t = 1|t,s) (2)

It is difficult (if not impossible) to directly estimate such
probabilities. Existing methods therefore either compute score
which are supposed to monotonically depend on them, or - like
we do - replace ( j, t j, t,s) with so called predictive parameters
(a vector X(t,s, j) ∈ Rd of numerical features; a feature can
be for example a word posterior probability) and approximate
these probabilities by the more standard:

P(correct j,t j ,t,s = 1|X(t,s, j))

which can be estimated by classical machine learning tech-
niques. Classical predictive parameters are, for example, word
posterior probabilities computed on the word lattice or given by
a translation table [3, 4, 5], n-gram probabilities, and other well
known features. In this article we use predictive parameters
relying on mutual information [1, 2], and n-gram and backward
n-gram language models [6].

Sentence level confidence measures: it is not always pos-
sible, even for a human translator, to discriminate between cor-
rect and incorrect translations, especially when dealing with
whole sentences instead of words. It is generally preferred
to assign a numerical score reflecting the quality of the sen-
tence. Therefore we want to train confidence measures to esti-
mate such score, hoping that it will correlate well with human
judgement. To this end we compute sentence-level predictive
parameters and perform support vector regression [7] to train
our confidence measure to mimic the BLEU score [8], but with-
out a reference translation (section 6).

3. Software and Material Description
Experiments are run using a French to English phrase-based
translation system. A system is trained corresponding to the
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baseline described in the ACL workshop on statistical machine
translation [9]. It uses an IBM-5 model [10] and has been
trained on the EUROPARL corpus (proceedings of the Eu-
ropean Parliament, [9]) using GIZA++ [11] and the SRILM
toolkit [12]. The decoding process is handled by Moses [13].

3.1. Corpus for translation

The only difference between the previously mentioned baseline
and our system is the size of the bilingual training corpus: in-
stead of using the whole corpus (around 1M pairs of sentences)
to train the system, we used only 500K pairs. We used 100K of
the remaining pairs to train confidence measures (section 3.2),
and the remaining 400K are kept for further work (see conclu-
sion). We summarise in Table 1 the sizes of the different parts
of the corpus.

Sentences pairs Running words
Set French English
Training 500K 11M 10M
Development 2K 55K 50K
Test 2K 63K 58K

Table 1: Corpora sizes

The BLEU score achieved by this baseline is 31.9.

3.2. Generation of training and evaluation data for confi-
dence measures

Confidence measures (CMs) must be trained to discriminate
between correct and incorrect words and assess the quality of
translated sentences. Therefore many measures need training
examples. Ideally a human professional translator should read
the output of a MT system and assign a label (correct or incor-
rect) to each word and a numeric evaluation to each sentence.
This is a very tedious and time consuming task (classifying a
thousand words takes around two hours, and hundreds of thou-
sands are needed). The result depends also very much on the
individual. Therefore a semi-automatic method for efficiently
classifying words and evaluating sentences is needed. We dis-
cuss below two ways to achieve that:

Comparing the candidate to references: an intuitive idea
would be to compare a generated translation to a reference
translation, and classify as correct the candidate words that are
levenshtein-aligned to a word in the reference translation [4].
However this is too harsh and many correct words would be in-
correctly classified. This problem can be partly overcome by
using multiple reference translations [14]. However multiple
references are not always available.

Automatic generation of incorrect examples: starting
from human-made reference translations, errors are automati-
cally introduced in order to generate training examples for CMs.
Given an English sentence t (which is a correct translation of
source sentence s) we randomly introduce errors of four types:
swap, deletion, substitution and grammatical errors. Swaps
and deletions are straightforward: words are picked up at ran-
dom and moved or deleted. Grammatical errors are generated
by modifying the ending of randomly selected words (“pre-
serving” may become “preserved”, “environment” may become
“environmental”). For substitution, we first use giza++ to align
the words in source and target sentences. Then, a target word t
aligned to a source word s can be replaced by a word t ′ picked
at random such that t ′ is a possible translation of s (we use a
translation table also generated by giza++). WordNet [15] is
used to check that t ′ is not an exact synonym of t (otherwise it

would not be an incorrect word). Below is an example of such
a degraded translation.
source sentence:

Quant à eux, les instruments politiques doivent
s’adapter à ces objectifs.

reference translation:
Policy instruments, for their part, need to
adapt to these goals.

degraded translation:
Policy instruments, for the part, must to adapt
to these goal.

A word in the degraded translation is labelled as correct
if and only if it is levenshtein-aligned to a word in the refer-
ence translation. A degraded translation’s reference score is its
BLEU score, computed on the individual sentence.

We degraded 100,000 translations (section 3.1). In order to
keep the computation time tractable, only 30,000 of these have
been used to train the SVM (10K for training the SVM, 10K for
optimising parameters and 10K for testing). The BLEU score
of the degraded corpus is 47. This BLEU score is much higher
that our baseline’s (31.9), but the baseline’s quality is under-
estimated because only one reference translation is available;
moreover the degraded corpus comes directly from the refer-
ence sentences, while the baseline is the output of a MT system
basing on the source sentences.

4. Evaluation of the confidence measures
Word-level confidence measures: we evaluate the usefulness
of a confidence measure by its discriminative power. Given a
confidence measureC a classifier CC,δ is built such that:

CC,δ(t) =
{
accept iff C(t)≥ δ
reject iff C(t)< δ

CC,δ(t) is then compared to the reference class of t for each
t in the training corpus, and we compute three metrics:

• Correct Acceptance Rate (CAR(δ) or Sensitivity) is the
ratio of correct words retrieved:

number of correctly accepted words
total number of correct words

• Correct Rejection Rate (CRR(δ) or Specificity) is the ra-
tio of incorrect words retrieved:

number of correctly rejected words
total number of incorrect words

• F-measure is the harmonic mean of CAR and CRR:

F(δ) =
2×CAR(δ)×CRR(δ)
CAR(δ)+CRR(δ)

These metrics are common in machine learning. Basically
a relaxed classifier has a high CAR (most correct words are
labelled as such) and low CRR (many incorrect words are not
detected), while a harsh one has a high CRR (an erroneous
word is often detected) and a low CAR (many correct words
are rejected).

The plot ofCAR(δ) againstCRR(δ) is called the ROC curve
(Receiver Operating Characteristic). As δ increases, CAR de-
creases and CRR increases. The ROC curve of a perfect clas-
sifier would go through the point (1,1), while that of the most
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naive classifier (based on random scores) is the segment join-
ing (0,1) and (1,0). The ROC curve can therefore be used to
quickly visualise the quality of the classifier: the higher above
this segment a curve is, the better. For every classifier there ex-
ists an optimal threshold δ∗ which maximises the F-measure:
we always used this best F-measure F(δ∗) as the optimisation
criterion for word-level confidence measures.

Sentence-level confidence measures: in this case sen-
tences are not classified as correct or incorrect but are only as-
signed a numeric quality estimation. As said before, our train-
ing and test corpora contain source sentences, target sentences
and their BLEU score:

training sample: sn, tn,BLEU(tn,referencen)

each sentence is replaced by a vector of predictive parameters:

training sample: X(tn,sn),BLEU(tn,referencen)

Support vector machines are then trained to perform regression
on the training samples, that is, to produce a score as close as
possible to the given BLEU score, using only the vector X:

output sample: score(X(tn,sn)),BLEU(tn,referencen)

We then use mean square error on the test corpus as an eval-
uation of the confidence measure:

MSE =
1

�TEST ∑
(s,t,ref)∈TEST

(score(X(t,s))−BLEU(t,ref))2

5. Fusion of Confidence Measures
In [1, 2], we developed several predictive parameters:

• n-gram probability: C1(t j) = P(ti|ti−1, .., ti−n+1)
• backward n-gram probability:

C2(t j) = P(ti|ti+1, .., ti+n−1)

• average intra-language mutual information (MI):

C3(t j) =
1
J−1 ∑

1≤i�= j≤J
MI(ti, t j)

• average inter-languages mutual information:

C4(t j) =
1
J ∑
1≤i≤I

MI(si, t j)

In addition a binary parameter C5(t j) ∈ {0,1} is used to indi-
cate whether a word is a function word (“the”, “to”, etc.) or
not. N-gram based CMs measure the grammatical soundness
and overall “well-formedness” of the sentence, while MI based
ones measure the lexical consistency and translation accuracy.

LibSVM [7] is used for combining these measures. Instead
of SVM as binary classifiers they are trained to produce a prob-
ability of correctness (the probability of belonging in the “pos-
itive” class). By doing so the acceptance threshold can be op-
timised. This gives some more flexibility to the classifier. The
chosen kernel is a Radial Basis Function since it is simple and
has been reported in [16] to give good results (near optimal):

Kγ(x,y) = e−γ‖x−y‖2

F-measure CAR CRR
C1 n-grams 0.709 0.791 0.642
C2 backward n-grams 0.653 0.652 0.654
C3 intra-language MI 0.596 0.542 0.662
C4 inter-language MI 0.597 0.516 0.708
combination 0.842 1.00 0.727

Table 2: Performances of word-level confidence measures
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Figure 1: Roc curve of the classifier combining all word-level
predictive parameters

In addition to γ, SVM also require that error cost c be op-
timised. γ and c were optimised by grid search with regard to
the best F-measure (section 4) on a development corpus: ten
thousand words are used to train the SVM given a couple (γ,c),
then the resulting model is evaluated on another set of ten thou-
sand development words. When the grid search is finished, the
model is trained with the best parameters found, and it is tested
on a separate test corpus.

Table 2 shows the performances of the word-level confi-
dence measures in terms of CAR, CRR and F-measure. It can
be noticed that MI-based confidence measures perform poorly
(especially intra-language MI), much worse than the results re-
ported in [1, 2]. In this previous work CMs were evaluated on a
natural corpus, which probably contained less grammatical and
position errors than the automatically generated one. MI-based
confidence measures are not good at detecting these types of
errors, because they do not take word order into account, and
are more focused on long range lexical relationships. However
we show that combining all different features C1 to C5 permits
to achieve highly accurate classification: the SVM combina-
tion outperforms the best confidence measure (n-grams) by 14%
(absolute). This shows that the different CMs are complemen-
tary and that SVM combination is efficient. The combination
correctly detects all correct words, and a reasonable share of
incorrect words.

Figure 1 displays the ROC curve of this combination: the
specific shape of the curve may be explained by the fact that
input samples are well separated in the features space and that
all correct words obtain high scores.
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MSE
combining ngrams and backward n-grams 0.0433
combining intra- and inter-language MI 0.0835
combining all features 0.0429

Table 3: Performance of sentence-level confidence measures in
terms of mean square error

6. Sentence-level Confidence Estimation
Sentence’s reliability is estimated from the confidence scores of
its words. We extend C1,C2,C3,C4 on sentences in the follow-
ing fashion:

• C1(tJ1) = J
√

∏J
j=1C1(t j) C2(t

J
1) =

J
√

∏J
j=1C2(t j)

• C3(tJ1) = 1
J ∑Jj=1C3(t j) C4(t

J
1) =

1
J ∑Jj=1C4(t j)

C1 and C2 are perplexities, C3 and C4 are average mutual infor-
mation. Each of these scores is a component of the X features
vector (section 4). During training SVM are used to perform re-
gression of X(t,s) against the BLEU score BLEU(t,s). During
testing, SVM generate numerical scores score(X(t,s)) which
are supposed to be close to “real” BLEU scores. During devel-
opment stage the parameters γ, c and accepted regression error
are optimised by grid search with regard to mean square error
on the development corpus. The performance is computed as
the MSE on the test corpus (section 4).

Table 3 shows the performance of different combinations
of sentence-level predictive parameters. The MSE obtained by
a dummy measure giving random scores to sentences is around
0.20. This suggests that the combination of forward and back-
ward perplexities is well correlated BLEU, which itself, al-
though being suboptimal at sentence level, gives a good indi-
cation of quality. On the other hand MI based predictive param-
eters do not seem to significantly help in the combination.

7. Discussion and Conclusion
In this paper we presented a twofold contribution to machine
translation: first we used SVM to combine original and classical
word-level predictive parameters and showed that the combina-
tion outperforms the best single predictive parameters by 0.14
in F-measure; we also show that using support vector regression
to mimic the BLEU score of a candidate translation without us-
ing a reference translation gives promising results; second, we
present a method to automatically build a corpus with errors.
This corpus is very useful for training and testing the confidence
measures. Such tasks need large corpora indeed, which should
ideally be actual machine translation systems output evaluated
by a professional translator. But this is time and money consum-
ing. Our generation method is flexible allow for realistic errors
to be introduced in reference translations. Our goal now is to
use sentence-level confidence measures to automatically detect
good translation produced by a statistical machine translation
system and feed them back in the training corpus, thus hope-
fully providing additional good translation training samples to
the system.
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